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ABSTRACT

Telomere maintenance is essential to preserve
genomic stability and involves several telomere-
specific proteins as well as DNA replication and
repair proteins. The kinase ATR, which has a
crucial function in maintaining genome integrity
from yeast to human, has been shown to be
involved in telomere maintenance in several
eukaryotic organisms, including yeast, Arabidopsis
and Drosophila. However, its role in telomere main-
tenance in mammals remains poorly explored. Here,
we report by using telomere-fluorescence in situ
hybridization (Telo-FISH) on metaphase chromo-
somes that ATR deficiency causes telomere insta-
bility both in primary human fibroblasts from Seckel
syndrome patients and in HeLa cells. The telomere
aberrations resulting from ATR deficiency (i.e. sister
telomere fusions and chromatid-type telomere
aberrations) are mainly generated during and/or
after telomere replication, and involve both leading
and lagging strand telomeres as shown by chromo-
some orientation-FISH (CO-FISH). Moreover, we
show that ATR deficiency strongly sensitizes cells
to the G-quadruplex ligand 360A, enhancing sister
telomere fusions and chromatid-type telomere
aberrations involving specifically the lagging
strand telomeres. Altogether, these data reveal
that ATR plays a critical role in telomere mainte-
nance during and/or after telomere replication in
human cells.

INTRODUCTION

Telomeres are specialized nucleoprotein structures that
protect the natural ends of eukaryotic chromosomes (1).

Mammalian telomeres contain a duplex array of telomeric
repeats (50-TTAGGG-30) ending by a 30 single-strand
overhang and capped by a specialized telomere protein
complex referred to as shelterin (2,3). Telomeres are
thought to adopt a protected conformation, known as
T-loop, through invasion of the duplex telomeric region
by the terminal overhang, hiding the ends of the telomeres
from DNA repair mechanisms (4). Deprotection of
telomeres induces DNA damage response pathways
leading to cell cycle arrest, genomic instability, apoptosis
or senescence (3,5). Besides, several DNA damage
response factors are involved in telomere replication and
in the formation of T-loop in S and G2 phase (6–10).
Ataxia-telangiectasia-mutated and Rad3-related

(ATR), a key protein in DNA damage response, is essen-
tial for maintenance of genomic stability from yeasts to
humans (11). ATR belongs to a family of phosphatidy-
linositide 3-kinase-like kinases, which includes ATM
(ataxia telangiectasia mutated). ATM is primarily
activated by DNA double-strand breaks, while ATR
responds to a broad spectrum of DNA damages, in par-
ticular those interfering with DNA replication, and
phosphorylates many substrates involved in replication
checkpoint and repair (11).
Defective ATR-dependent DNA damage signaling

pathway, related to an hypomorphic mutation of ATR
in a few patients, is associated with the Seckel syndrome
(MIM 210600), which is characterized by growth retarda-
tion, microcephaly, mental retardation and craniofacial
abnormalities (12–14).
ATR plays a key role during S-phase by monitoring the

progress of DNA replication forks (15). ATR pathway
stabilizes stalled replication forks arrested by a lesion or
an unusual DNA structure, thereby enabling removal or
repair of blocking events (16). The ATR pathway is
thought to prevent illegitimate recombination at stalled
forks and promote helicase activity that could reverse
stalled fork structures (17–19).
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ATR or its functional homologs are also required for
telomere maintenance in Arabidopsis (20), Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Mec1) (21), Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Rad3)
(22–24) and Drosophila (Mei-41) (25). In both mice and
humans, ATR has been reported to signal dysfunctional
telomeres leading to the formation of telomere
dysfunction induced foci (TIF) and cell cycle arrest
(26–28). However, a more direct role of ATR in mamma-
lian telomere maintenance is not yet well demonstrated,
although ATR has been shown to localize at human
telomeres in a cell cycle-dependent manner, mainly in
late S until G2 phase, and to be required for in vitro gen-
eration of telomeric D loops (8).
The aim of this study was to investigate the importance

of ATR for telomere maintenance in human cells. We
therefore investigated the occurrence of telomere aberra-
tions in primary Seckel fibroblasts and in HeLa cells
knocked down for ATR (ATRKD HeLa cells) by using
telomere-fluorescence in situ hybridization (Telo-FISH)
on metaphase chromosomes. We found a significant
induction of specific types of telomere aberrations (i.e.
sister telomere fusions and chromatid type-telomere aber-
rations) in both Seckel fibroblasts and ATRKD HeLa cells,
suggesting that ATR contributes to human telomere sta-
bility during and/or after replication. Moreover, we
showed that ATR knockdown increased telomere aberra-
tions induced by the G-quadruplex (G4) ligand 360A that
destabilizes telomeres during S-G2 phases (29–31). Hence,
we provide new evidence that ATR contributes to the
reconstitution of stable and correct telomere state during
the replication process and thus plays an important role in
human telomere maintenance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell cultures

Normal primary fibroblasts from normal donors of
various ages (ranging from 3 to 56 years, Table 1) were
kindly given by Dr M. Martin (HFP537, HFP536,

HFP4196, HFPM23, HFP14) and Dr J.P. Puget (NHF).
Primary fibroblasts GM18366 and GM09812 (Coriell Cell
Repositories) were isolated from Seckel patients
(a 6-year-old male and a 15-year-old female, respectively)
with defective ATR signaling pathway and reduced ATR
protein levels (13,14,32). This has been linked to a
mutation in ATR (2101A>G) leading to an alternative
splicing in GM18366 cells (13). Fibroblasts were cultured
in DMEM medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ATGC), 2mM glutamine
(Sigma), and antibiotics (penicillin, 100U/ml and strepto-
mycin, 100 mg/ml, Sigma).

ATR knockdown (ATRKD) HeLa cells stably
transfected with an Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) vector
expressing small interfering RNA (siRNA) targeting
ATR and control (CtKD) HeLa cells stably transfected
with a control EBV vector (vector pBD650) expressing
an inactive siRNA have been previously described else-
where (33). Cells were cultured at 106 cells/75 cm2 flasks
in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2mM
glutamine and antibiotics (penicillin, 100U/ml and strep-
tomycin, 100 mg/ml), 1mM Hepes (Invitrogen),
hygromycin B at 250 mg/ml (Invitrogen) and 0.05%
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).

Treatment with the G4 ligand 360A

The pyridine derivative, G4 ligand 360A was provided by
Sanofi-Aventis (Vitry/seine, France) and has been
previously described elsewhere (30). The 360A stock
solution was prepared at 10mM in DMSO. Cells were
cultured as described above in medium supplemented
with 5 mM 360A or 0.05% DMSO as controls. Every 3–
4 days, cells were trypsinized, counted by trypan blue
exclusion, and then reseeded at the initial density in
fresh medium.

Telomere-fluorescent in situ hybridization

Telo-FISH using a Cy-3-labeled (CCCTAA)3 PNA probe
(Applied Biosystems) specific to the G-rich telomeric
strand was carried out on metaphase spreads as described
elsewhere (31) using standard procedures (34). The chro-
mosome preparations were counterstained with DAPI and
observed under a fluorescence microscope (Olympus
IX81). Digital images were recorded using a coolsnap
HQ camera (Princetown instrument) and analyzed with
Metamorph software. Telomere aberrations scored were
essentially: sister telomere losses, sister telomere fusions,
telomere doublets, terminal deletions, telomeric–DNA
containing double-minute chromosomes and dicentric
chromosomes with or without telomere sequences at the
fused points, as previously described (31). Statistical
analyses were done with StatView software (Abacus
Concepts).

Chromosome orientation-FISH

CO-FISH has been performed as previously published
(35). Briefly, cells were cultured in complete medium sup-
plemented with 10 mM BrdU (Sigma) for one cell cycle.
Metaphase spreads obtained as described above were
stained with Hoechst 33258 (Sigma), then exposed to

Table 1. Telomere instability in ATR-deficient Seckel primary

fibroblasts

Age of
donors
(years)

Number
of passages

Means of chromosomes
with telomere
aberration/cell±SEM (%)

Normal fibroblast
HFP537 3 5 6.1±0.6
HFP536 3 6 3.1±0.4
NHF 30 30 9.2±0.6
HFP4196 31 7 7.7±0.5
HFPM23 41 7 8.6±0.7
HFP14 56 7 8.6±1

Seckel fibroblasts
GM18366 6 18 19.6±1.0
GM09812 15 16 19.7±1.1

Means of chromosomes with telomere aberration/cell±SEM (%) were
determined by Telo-FISH on at least 47 metaphases per sample. The
different types of telomere aberrations observed are listed in Figure 1
and Supplementary Figure S1. The table also gives age of donors and
number of passages at which Telo-FISH has been done.
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ultraviolet (UV) light at 365 nm (Fisher Bioblock
Scientific) and digested with exonuclease III (Promega)
to remove newly synthesized DNA strands. Successive
hybridizations with a FITC-labeled (TTAGGG)3 PNA
probe (Applied Biosystems), then with a Cy-3-labeled (C
CCTAA)3 PNA probe allowed to detect by fluorescence
microscopy parental telomere C and G strands,
respectively.

RESULTS

Telomere instability in Seckel primary fibroblasts

To investigate whether ATR plays a role in human
telomere maintenance, we performed fluorescent in situ
hybridization with a telomere probe (Telo-FISH) on
metaphase spreads from primary fibroblasts isolated
from Seckel syndrome patients (GM18366 and
GM09812) with defective ATR signaling pathway and
reduced ATR protein levels (13,14,32) and normal
fibroblasts from six healthy donors of various ages
(ranging from 3 to 56 years) as controls.

The levels of telomere instability in control fibroblasts
were in relatively similar range (3.1±0.4% to 9.2±0.6%
of chromosomes with telomere aberrations per cell,
Table 1). However, the lowest levels of telomere instability
were found in the fibroblasts from the two younger
donors, whereas the highest telomere instability was
found in the sample with the highest number of in vitro
passages, consistently with the increase of telomere insta-
bility with age and number of in vitro passages. As shown
in Table 1, despite the fact that 4/6 of the control
fibroblasts were obtained from older donors and one

had a higher number of in vitro passages than the Seckel
fibroblasts, telomere instability was increased by 2.1 to 6.3
times in Seckel fibroblasts (19.6±1.0% of chromosomes
with telomere aberrations in GM18366 and 19.7±1.1%
in GM09812) compared to each of the controls
(P-values< 0.0001). Strikingly, this increase relied
exclusively on only four different types of telomere aber-
rations (Figure 1A): sister telomere fusions (36–38), sister
telomere losses [i.e. the loss of the telomere signal at only
one chromatid end (39–41)], telomere doublets
[characterized by the presence of an extra telomeric
signal at one chromatid end (42–44)] and terminal dele-
tions (i.e. lack of telomere signals at both sister
chromatids).
Sister telomere fusions were detected on 2.3±0.3% and

0.8±0.2% of the chromosomes in GM18366 and
GM09812 cells, respectively, but rarely in the six normal
fibroblast controls (Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure
S1, P< 0.002). Sister telomere losses were the most
frequent telomere aberrations (9.4±0.7% chromo-
somes/cell in GM18366 and 13.1±0.9% in GM09812
versus 2.3±0.4% to 6.5±0.6% in the controls;
P-values< 0.001; Figure 1B and Supplementary Figures
S1 and S2). The percentages of chromosomes with a
telomere doublet increased by a ratio ranging from 3.7
to 18.8 in GM18366 (4.8±0.4%) and 2.6 to 13.3 in
GM09812 (3.4±0.4%) compared to controls (ranging
from 0.256±0.1% to 1.3±0.2%, P< 0.0001; Figure 1B
and Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). Terminal dele-
tions were found on 3.1±0.4% and 2.5±0.4% of chro-
mosomes in GM18366 and GM09812, respectively, versus
0.5±0.1% to 1.3±0.2% in normal fibroblasts, P< 0.05;
Figure 1B and Supplementary Figures S1 and S2).

Figure 1. Increase in sister telomere fusions and chromatid-type telomere aberrations in ATR-deficient Seckel fibroblasts. (A) Representative
metaphase spread from ATR-deficient fibroblasts GM18366 (a) hybridized with a telomeric PNA probe (red) in Telo-FISH experiments.
Examples of telomere aberrations found in metaphases from Seckel fibroblasts (b-e): sister telomere fusion (b); sister telomere loss (c); telomere
doublet (d) and terminal deletion (e). (B) Histograms showing the mean percentages of chromosomes with the indicated telomere aberrations per cell
from Seckel fibroblasts (GM18366 and GM09812) and NHF, one of the six normal fibroblasts used as controls, showing the highest levels of
telomere aberrations—results obtained with the five others are given in Supplementary Figure S1. Mean percentages± standard errors of the mean
(SEM) were calculated from at least 47 metaphases for each cell lines (*t-test P-value� 0.05; **P< 0.001; ***P< 0.0001). Box graph showing the
distributions of the percentages of the telomere aberrations per cell is given in Supplementary Figure S2.
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Terminal deletions may be the result of telomere
dysfunctions (39), but could also arise from double-strand
breaks at interstitial sites. However, this seems unlikely to
occur in Seckel fibroblasts since we did not detect chro-
mosome or chromatid breaks in these cells (data not
shown) in accordance with a previous study (45).
Most of the telomere aberrations increased in Seckel

fibroblasts (i.e. sister chromatid fusions, sister telomere
losses and telomere doublets) result from a defect
occurring during and/or after telomere replication (31).
We did not observe any dicentric chromosomes—the
most frequent telomere aberrations detected in other
models of telomere destabilization—resulting from
fusion of two chromosomes during G1 or early S-phase
because of the loss or the destabilization of their telomeres
(36). Altogether, these data showed that telomere instabil-
ity is increased during and/or after telomere replication in
Seckel fibroblasts suggesting the importance of ATR sig-
naling pathway for telomere maintenance in normal
human cells.

ATR knockdown leads to telomere instability in
HeLa cells

In order to further investigate the role of ATR in human
telomere maintenance, we studied consequences of
changing the ATR status on telomere stability in a same
genetic background by comparing stable HeLa cell line
knocked down for ATR (ATRKD), by means of
long-term RNA interference, with a control HeLa cell
line (CtKD) expressing an inactive siRNA (33). ATRKD

cells showed little residual levels of ATR protein (5%)
compared to CtKD cells (Supplementary Figure S3A).
ATRKD cells also showed a slower growth rate than
CtKD cells (Supplementary Figure S3B), consistently
with previous studies reporting slow growth in cells defi-
cient for ATR (46,47). This was not related to apoptosis
induction or associated with an accumulation in a partic-
ular phase of the cell cycle (Supplementary Figure S3C
and D).
Telo-FISH revealed a nearly 2-fold increase in telomere

aberrations per cell in ATRKD (13.2±0.4%) compared to
CtKD cells (7.3±0.4%; P-value< 0.0001; Figure 2A). We
also found a moderate but significant induction of spon-
taneous chromatid breaks in ATRKD cells (1.6±0.2%
chromosomes/cells) that were not detected in CtKD cells
(Figure 2A). However, chromatid breaks were 10-times
less frequent than telomere aberrations in ATRKD cells.
As for Seckel fibroblasts, the main telomere aberrations in
ATRKD HeLa cells were sister telomere fusions
(3.2±0.3% chromosomes/cell in ATRKD versus
1.8±0.1% in CtKD cells, P< 0.0001), sister telomere
losses (3.3±0.3% chromosomes/cell in ATRKD versus
2.1±0.2% in CtKD cells, P< 0.001) and telomere
doublets (5.9±0.3% chromosomes/cell in ATRKD

versus 3.3±0.3% in CtKD cells, P< 0.0001; Figure 2B
and Supplementary Figure S4). At a lower level, ATR
inhibition also resulted in a 3-fold increase in terminal
deletions (0.57±0.11% chromosomes/cell in ATRKD

compared to 0.17±0.07% in CtKD cells, P< 0.01,

Figure 2B). Furthermore, we did not observe a significant
increase in dicentric chromosomes in ATRKD HeLa cells
confirming the previous results in Seckel fibroblasts
(Supplementary Figure S5).

In order to better characterize telomere instability
induced by ATR deficiency, we performed CO-FISH,
which enables to identify parental telomeric C and G
strands on metaphase chromosomes after degradation of
newly synthesized strands (35) (Figure 3). This allows to
distinguish telomeres replicated by either leading or
lagging strand synthesis. Results showed that almost all
fused sister chromatids in ATRKD cells had both parental
telomeric C and G strand sequences at the fusion points
(Supplementary Figure S6), confirming the involvement of
both sister telomeres in sister chromatid fusions and thus
that sister chromatid fusions resulted directly from
telomere destabilization in ATRKD cells.

Figure 2. ATR inhibition leads to telomere instability in HeLa cells.
(A) Increase in telomere aberrations in ATRKD compared to CtKD

HeLa cells. Box graph shows distributions of percentages of chromo-
somes with chromatid breaks or telomere aberrations per cell evidenced
by Telo-FISH. Boxes include 50% of the values centered on the median
(the horizontal line through the box). The vertical lines begin at the
10th percentile and end at the 90th percentile (***t-test
P-value< 0.0001; at least n=30 metaphases per condition). Similar
levels of spontaneous telomere aberrations were found in CtKD HeLa
cells and untransfected HeLa cells (data not shown). (B) Histograms
showing the percentages of chromosomes with the indicated telomere
aberrations per cells. Percentages (±SEM) were calculated from
at least n=30 metaphases (*t-test P-value� 0.05; **P< 0.001;
***P< 0.0001). Box graph showing the distributions of the percentages
of the telomere aberrations per cell is given in Supplementary
Figure S3.
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CO-FISH also showed that sister telomere losses con-
cerned almost equally parental telomere C or G strands in
ATRKD cells and thus that deficiency in ATR led
indifferently to the loss of the leading or lagging strand
telomeres (Figure 3A).

Finally, CO-FISH revealed that 95% of the telomere
doublets hybridized with only one of the probes (i.e.
telomere signals on a single chromatid were either both
leading or both lagging strand telomeres, Figure 3B). This
suggests that telomere doublets in ATRKD cells were not
due to amplification of telomeric sequences, but rather
to recombination between parental telomeric sequences
and interstitial sequences in cis. Interestingly, ATR
deficiency led to a similar increase in doublets of
parental telomeric C strands than of parental telomeric
G strands, indicating that ATR deficiency induced

telomere doublets indifferently at leading and lagging
strand telomeres.
Altogether, these data support the hypothesis that ATR

contributes to telomere maintenance during and/or after
replication, conferring stability to both leading and
lagging strand telomeres.

ATR prevents telomere destabilization induced by the
G4 ligand 360A

To better understand the contribution of ATR to telomere
maintenance, we used the G4 ligand, 360A, which
preferentially binds telomeric G-quadruplex DNA struc-
tures (29,30) and destabilizes telomeres during and/or
after replication (31).
Treatment with 5 mM 360A led to a progressive decrease

in the rate of population doublings until complete growth
arrest and apoptosis induction in CtKD cells as well as in
ATRKD cells (Supplementary Figure S3B and C), as
previously observed in various cell lines treated by the
G4 ligand (30,31). However, clonogenic survival assay
showed that ATR deficiency significantly enhanced the
sensitivity of HeLa cells to 360A (Supplementary Figure
S3E).
Telo-FISH analysis after 8 days of treatment—this

treatment duration was chosen because of the lack of
detectable perturbation of the cell cycle and apoptosis
that could bias the observation and which occur at later
times (Supplementary Figure S3C and D)—showed that
360A induced a strong telomere instability in CtKD HeLa
characterized by an increase in sister telomere fusions,
sister telomere losses and telomere doublets as previously
described (31) (Figure 4).
ATR knockdown led to a dramatic increase in telomere

aberrations induced by the G4 ligand (21.8±0.9% chro-
mosomes/cell in ATRKD cells compared to 9.3±1% in
CtKD cells; P< 0.0001; Figure 4A). Some telomere aber-
rations occurring in G1 or early S-phase (i.e. dicentric
chromosomes and telomeric DNA containing
double-minute chromosomes (TDM) (39) were increased
in 360A-treated ATRKD compared to 360A-treated CtKD

cells (Supplementary Figure S5). However, major conse-
quences of ATR deficiency were observed on induction of
sister telomere fusions, sister telomere losses and telomere
doublets, which were dramatically increased in
360A-treated ATRKD cells compared to 360A-treated
controls (Figure 4B).
Terminal deletions induced by the G4 ligand were also

increased in ATRKD cells compared to CtKD cells
(1.8±0.3% versus 0.5±0.1%, P< 0.001; Figure 4B),
but remained at a significantly lower level than each of
the main telomere aberrations listed above. The percent-
age of chromosomes with chromatid breaks induced by
360A was also enhanced in ATRKD compared to CtKD

cells (1.3±0.3% versus 0.1±0.07%, P< 0.0001;
Figure 4A). However, chromatid breaks were 16.7 times
less abundant than telomere aberrations.
CO-FISH showed that most of 360A-induced sister

telomere fusions contained both leading and lagging
strand telomere sequences at the fusion points in

Figure 3. ATR inhibition destabilizes both lagging and leading strand
telomeres. (A) Histograms show the percentages of sister telomere
losses affecting the lagging or the leading strand in ATRKD and
CtKD cells detected by CO-FISH on metaphase spreads. ‘n’ represents
the total number of telomere losses analyzed. No significant difference
in the repartition of missing lagging or leading strand telomeres
between the two cell lines was detected by chi-square analysis.
Representative images of chromosomes missing lagging or leading
strand telomeres are shown on the right. Lagging strand telomeres
are labeled in red by hybridization of the parental G strands with
Cy3-PNA probe and the leading telomeres in green by hybridization
of the parental C strand with FITC-PNA probe. (B) Histograms show
the respective percentages of telomere doublets containing two parental
C-strand telomeres (C–C doublets) or two parental G-strand telomeres
(G–G doublets) or both parental strand telomeres (C–G or G–C
doublets) in ATRKD and CtKD cells. ‘n’ represents the total number
of telomere doublets analyzed. No significant difference in the
repartition of the three classes of telomere doublets between the two
cell lines was detected by chi-square analysis. Representative images of
telomere doublets detected by CO-FISH are shown on the right.
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ATRKD cells (Supplementary Figure S6) confirming that
ATR deficiency specifically increased telomere
destabilization induced by the G4 ligand. Whereas
telomere doublets and sister telomere losses concerned
similar proportions of leading and lagging strand
telomeres in untreated cells, CO-FISH showed that the
proportions of chromatid-type aberrations involving the
lagging strand telomeres were significantly increased in
360A-treated cells (Figure 5A and B). These data
indicate that chromatid-type aberrations induced by the
G4 ligand primarily concerned the lagging strand
telomeres in accordance with the specific targeting of
parental G-strand by 360A that we reported before (31).
Interestingly, these proportions were dramatically
increased in 360A-treated ATRKD cells (in which the
lagging-strand telomeres concerned 91% of telomere

doublets and 94% of telomere losses) compared to
360A-treated CtKD cells (80 and 62%, respectively).
These data confirm thus the specific induction by 360A
of chromatid-type aberrations involving the lagging
strand telomeres and that ATR deficiency specifically
increased these types of telomere aberrations in response
to 360A (Figure 5A and B).

Altogether, these data confirm that ATR has an impor-
tant role in telomere maintenance during and/or after

Figure 5. ATR knockdown increases lagging strand telomeres
destabilization after G4 stabilization in HeLa cells. CO-FISH were per-
formed on metaphases of ATRKD and CtKD HeLa cells treated with
(+) or without (–) 5mM 360A for 8 days. (A) Histograms show the
percentages of sister telomere losses affecting lagging or leading strand
in ATRKD and CtKD cells. ‘n’ represents the total number of telomere
losses analyzed. Chi-square analysis was performed to detect differences
in the repartition of missing lagging or leading strand telomeres
between the different conditions (*P< 0.05; **P< 0.001).
(B) Histograms show the respective percentages of telomere doublets
containing two parental C-strand telomeres (C–C doublets) or two
parental G-strand telomeres (G–G doublets) or both parental strand
telomeres (C–G or G–C doublets) in ATRKD and CtKD HeLa cells.
‘n’ represents the total number of telomere doublets analyzed
(**, Chi-square P< 0.001).

Figure 4. ATR knockdown increases telomere instability induced by
the G4 ligand 360A. (A) Increase in telomere aberrations in ATRKD

compared to CtKD HeLa cells after 8 days of treatment with 5 mM of
the G4-ligand 360A found by Telo-FISH experiments. Box graphs
show distributions of percentages of chromosomes with chromatid
breaks or telomere aberrations per cell induced by the G4 ligand.
Values are given minus the mean percentage of chromosomes with
telomere aberrations found in basal conditions (DMSO 0.05%, 8
days). Boxes include 50% of the values centered on the median (the
horizontal line through the box). The vertical lines begin at the 10th
percentile and end at the 90th percentile (***t-test P-value< 0.0001; at
least n=30 metaphases per condition). (B) Histograms show the per-
centages of chromosomes with the indicated telomeres aberrations
induced by the ligand per metaphase from ATRKD and CtKD HeLa
cells as described in (A). Percentages (±SEM) were calculated from at
least n=30 metaphases per cell lines minus the mean percentage of
chromosomes with telomere aberrations found in basal conditions
(DMSO 0.05%, 8 days) (*t-test P-value� 0.05; **P< 0.001;
***P< 0.0001). Box graph showing the distributions of the percentages
of the telomere aberrations per cell is given in Supplementary
Figure S5.
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telomere replication, both in basal conditions and in
response to the G4 ligand.

DISCUSSION

We have shown here an increase in telomere instability
occurring during and/or after telomere replication (sister
telomere fusions and chromatid-type aberrations) in
Seckel fibroblasts displaying defective ATR signaling
pathway. A similar pattern of telomere instability was
observed in HeLa cells knocked down for ATR.
Altogether, these data unveil an important role for ATR
in human telomere maintenance during and/or after rep-
lication in S and G2 phases, which is consistent with its
localization at functional telomeres in human cells during
these phases of the cell cycle (8).

Telomere instability in human cells related to ATR defi-
ciency has not been reported before but this observation is
in accordance with a recent report showing that embry-
onic fibroblasts from a mouse model for ATR-mutated
Seckel syndrome have increased multi-telomeric signals
(reminiscent of telomere doublets) (48).

The exact mechanisms leading to the main telomere
aberrations found in ATR-deficient cells remained to be
determined but they likely result from defective telomere
replication and/or defective formation of the T-loop.
Incomplete telomere replication could thus generate
dysfunctional telomeres that cannot form a T-loop
leading to sister telomere fusions mediated by NHEJ
(36). Alternatively, sister telomere associations due to inef-
ficient replication could also occur independently of
NHEJ as recently shown in mouse TRF1 null cells (49).
We have previously proposed that telomere doublets
result from improper T-loop formation leading to recom-
bination between telomeres and interstitial sequences in cis
(31). Another possibility is that telomere doublets result
from incomplete replication or processing of stalled forks
leading to altered packaging and/or condensation of the
chromatin due to extended areas of single-stranded DNA
as recently suggested for fragile telomeres, which are rem-
iniscent of telomere doublets in mouse cells (49). Sister
telomere losses could be also due to incomplete replication
(40) or result from unstable T-loop leading to the loss of
telomere sequences by a process known as T-loop HR
(31,50).

Importantly, CO-FISH showed that sister telomere
losses and telomere doublets occurred in similar propor-
tions at both leading and lagging strand telomeres and
that sister chromatid fusions involved both leading and
lagging strand telomeres in ATR knockdown cells. ATR
appears thus equally important for stability of both
telomeres generated by leading and lagging strand synthe-
sis. This differs from DNA-PKcs, which is required for
post-replicative processing of only telomeres replicated
by the leading strand DNA synthesis. DNA-PKcs inhibi-
tion has been thus shown to induce chromatid-type
fusions involving exclusively the leading strand telomeres
of distinct chromosomes (35). We did not detect any
chromatid-type telomeres fusion, but sister telomere
fusion in Seckel fibroblasts and ATRKD HeLa cells,

supporting the hypothesis that, contrary to DNA-PKcs,
ATR contributes to maintenance of both leading and
lagging strand telomeres.
Although normal fibroblasts express only low levels of

telomerase activity in S-phase (51) and Hela cells express
largely higher levels (data not shown) (52), we observed
the same pattern of telomere instability in both cell types.
This suggests that telomerase status does not interfere
with telomere instability induced by ATR deficiency, and
thus that the role of ATR at telomeres is independent of
telomerase activity.
ATR is needed to stabilize and rescue stalled replication

forks, thereby preventing fork cleavage and subsequent
illegitimate recombination (16). The data presented here
support thus the hypothesis that efficient and complete
telomere replication requires the ATR-dependent machin-
ery (8).
The ability of telomere chromatin to form unusual

structures can also lead to stalled replication forks
during S-phase (53). ATR may preserve telomere stabil-
ity by resolving structural DNA blocks, such as
G-quadruplexes, within the telomere sequences, allowing
efficient and complete telomere replication and T-loop for-
mation. This possible role of ATR is well supported by the
increase in telomere aberrations induced by the
G-quadruplex ligand 360A in ATR knockdown cells
compared to controls. Particularly, we showed a signifi-
cant increase in chromatid-type aberrations involving spe-
cifically the lagging strand telomeres in 360A-treated
ATRKD cells, consistently with the specific targeting of
the parental G-strand by the G-quadruplex ligand (31)
and the importance of the ATR signaling pathway for
their prevention. Upon stalled replication, ATR has
been reported to phosphorylate and co-localize with the
RecQ helicases WRN and BLM (17,18,54), which both
could unwind G-quadruplex structures (55,56).
Moreover sister telomere losses, almost exclusively con-
cerning the lagging strand telomeres, have been reported
in cells lacking WRN helicase (40,57). Hence, ATR could
recruit WRN and BLM helicases to resolve G-quadruplex
structures stabilized by the ligand.
To conclude, our data suggest that ATR plays an impor-

tant role in telomere maintenance during and/or after rep-
lication. ATRmay prevent telomere instability by allowing
the completion of telomere replication and reformation of
T-loop. ATR could act through initiation of the resolution
of unusual DNA structures at telomeres such as
G-quadruplexes as suggested by our results obtained with
the G4 ligand. However, further experiments are needed to
fully address this role in normal human cells, such as either
knocking down ATR in normal fibroblasts or rescuing
ATR-mutant Seckel cells using a wild type ATR gene.
Finally, our study reveals a novel link between telomere
instability and the Seckel syndrome. The importance of
telomere instability for the pathogenesis of this disease
should be further investigated.
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